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The study of areal links among unwritten or dead languages has hardly any 
history. The most important reason for it the scarcity, lack of sources. Even 
if sources exist they are often hard to understand, interpret or even to read 
-  especially in case of the languages of the ancient middle east, where the 
disadvantages of the cuneiform system make the sound system of the written 
text almost indefinable (Greenberg, Devine).

There were serious studies on the interrelations of the languages of the 
classical antiquity, Latin and Greek. However these studies, as almost all 
traditional study in the field of classical linguistics were much more studies 
of literary history and did not apply to the modern means of areal 
linguistics. Thus the links between Latin and Greek lexicology are quite well 
surveyed, while the dense interrelations of the grammatical systems of these 
languages is still a field to be studied. There are also a lot to do concerning 
the relations of the major languages of the classical world and the lesser 
native languages of the Asia Minor and the Celtic west. Now we are to show 
how the languages of Asia Minor and Anatolia genetically not related to 
each other formed a linguistic area, and changed due to the political events 
of the late II. millennium B. C.

Typology and areal linguistics

The first study that used the means of language typology to define a 
linguistic area was the book of Massica about the languages of the Indian 
subcontinent, that became a major landmark in the history of areal
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linguistics. Since then typological phenomena are widely used in definition 
of areas, although it is clear that typological identity is not enough to define 
a certain area. Typology is a purely linguistic method, definitely regardless 
to historical geographical data or genetic relations between languages, trying 
to reveal the functioning of human thinking, thus closely connected to the 
theory of language universals. Areal linguistics however cannot be regardless 
to historical or geographical facts -  as areal linguistics per definitionem 
deals with the historical-geographical relations of languages (Haudry). Most 
linguists now admit that areal links can result to typological similarities, and 
these -  not independently from other evidences -  can be an evidence for the 
areal relations. As typology alone cannot be evidence the study has to 
consider the other evidences -  given by lexicological, cultural and historical 
data -  also, since most language areas refer to cultural, civilisational units as 
well. Language seems to be only one of the several aspects through which 
cultural unity express itself.

The typological structure of Proto-Hurro-Urartean

These genetic affiliation of Hurrian and Urartean is still not settled finally. 
Traditionally these languages are treated together with Sumerian and the 
other lesser attested languages of the ancient middle east (Melikisvili, 
Haèikyan).1 Recently it became widely accepted that Urartean is a late 
variant of Hurrian -  the further affiliation to the modern languages of the 
Caucasus -  though seems to be obvious -  despite several attempts 
(Dzahukyan2, D'akonov-Starostin3) still problematic primarily for the 
scarcity of data in the two and half millennia between the last Urartean 
inscription and the first written documents in the modern languages of the 
Northern Caucasus. The differences of Hurrian and Urartean are obvious, 
and, though no studies expressed it in an explicit form, seem to be coherent, 
referring to a typological changes. As no other languages are known to 
belong to this family the reconstructed "Proto-Hurro-Urartean" -  that is 
certainly not identical with the "Proto-Eastern-Caucasean of D'akonov- 
Starostin -  can be just a more archaic variant of Hurrian. Reconstruction 
through extrapolation of the processes detected in the changes from 
Hurrian and Urartean can produce a typologically pure form of Hurrian, 
that is also quite problematic, as pure types are rare in natural languages
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(Greenberg) and thus reconstructions of pure types seem to be very 
hypothetical.4

In the investigation of the Hurrian language we have to take under 
consideration the small corpus of the languages, and the fact that the major 
part of the syntactically relevant corpus -  i.e. minus word lists and glosses -  
is represented by one single test, the so called Mitanni letter. Thus it is 
possible that we cannot distinguish unambiguously the stylistic features and 
customs of letter writing in the ancient Middle East from the overall 
characteristics of the Hurrian language.5 It is hard to distinguish marked 
and unmarked variants, for the scarcity of data, and all statistic surveys are 
practically irrelevant.

Hurrian shows a relatively strict SOV structure with all its 
consequences. The basic word order of Hurrian is SOV

1.
Keliyyassan tiue kalóza6 
Keli-Erg-PxSg3 word-Abs say-Prt-Sg3 
Keli saied this word ...
Mit I. 60

2 .

untoman senifuen atti arozau
Ptc-Ptc brother-PxSgl-Gen-Top wife give-Prt-Sgl
And now I gave wife to my brother ...
Mit I 23

Although -  rarely -  other word order is admitted.

3.
arannennaman seifuz hatennan alusemenin nihari tea
give-Caus-Juss-Sg3-Ptc brother-Pxl-Erg hear-Juss-Sg3-Ptc if-Ptc-Ptc dowry 
big
My brother shuld give him the tablet and tell whether the dowry is big 
Mit III. 41-42
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The same construction applies to the nominal modifiers, Adj, Gen, and Rel 
constructions.

4.
muz enivuz
rightous God-PxSg2-Erg 
your rightous God 
Mari 6. passim

5.
attayifuen tula elif
father-PxSgl-Gen Top daughter sister-PxSgl 
the daughter of my father, my sister 
Mit III. 35-36

Gen and Rel in Mit can be postponed (not in archaic documents)

6 .

tupiman nihariue 
tablet-Ptc dowry-Gen 
the tablet of the dowry 
Mit III. 36

7.
astin sirase
wife-Top cconvenient-Part 
a wife that is convenient 
Mit IV. 33-34

Neg is affixed to the verb.

8.
kuliyama
speak-Intr-Sg3 -Neg 
he does not speak 
Mit II 105-106

TAMÁS SZŰCS
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9.
hilisuki
tell-PrtSg3-Neg 
he did not tell 
Voc. I 16.

In Urartean the OV stucture, although generally present, not marked, but 
other constructions also appear.

OV

10 .

1 MU inanili arniusinili zadubi7 
1 year Dem-Top-PlAbs deed-Top-PlAbs do-Trans-Sgl 
I did these deeds in one year.
UKN 155

11 .

Menuase e'a pili aguni e'a URU sidistuni
М-Erg Ptc canal-Abs dig-Trans-Sg3Sg3 Ptc city build-Trans-Sg3Sg3 
Menua dig the canal and built the city.
UKN 58

VO

12 .

nunabi mHilaruadani kauki 
come-Intr-Sg3 H. Pp-SxSgl 
Hilaruadani came in front of me.
UKN 158

AdjN and NAdj are equally possible, the former seems to be more frequent.
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13.
URU LUGÁL-nusi 
city royal-Abs 
royal city 
UKN 155 passim

14.
LUGAL alsuini 
king mighty-Abs 
mighty king 
UKN passim

15.
DAN.NU.MES arniusinili 
big-Pl deed-Pl-Abs 
big deeds 
UKN 128 A II. 20

The sane applies to GenN and NGen

16.
Menuai pili 
М .-Gen canal 
canal of Menua 
UKN passim

17.
LUGÁL suraue 
king tribe-Pl-Gen 
king of the tribes 
UKN passim

The suffixed Neg totaaly disappeared.
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18.
mei esimesi elmuse manuri
Neg ?-Loc ?-Abs Cop-Juss
wrath? should not be in the heavens?
UKN 70 31

In late and dialectal Urartean text the first Pr-s appear.

19.
pari Baruatainea 
Pr B.-Dat 
to Baruataine 
UKN 155 A 5-6

The structure of PIE and Anatolian

After some short essays (Boder, Dressier) the first landmark in the study of 
the Proto-Indo-European syntax was the book of Winfred Lehmann 
(Lehmann 1976). Based mainly on the Vedic and Anatolian data Lehmann 
achieved unambiguous conclusion, later harshly criticised by Friedrich. 
According to his assumption PIE was a typical SOV language, with rigid 
word order. Friedrich, who based his sample primarily on Homeric Greek 
assuming that there were no preference of word order in PIE, as it is more 
or less free, or rather influenced by many factors in most of the archaic 
western IE languages.8 The later investigations seem to reinforce Lehmann's 
hypothesis by proving the primordial nature of OV structure towards VO. 
Some of them could even make steps to prove the change form OV to VO 
structure in Italic, referring to the archaic layer of Old Latin, that shows a 
quite considerable preference for OV structure (Janson, Panhuis).

The process of abandonment or its traces can be observed in any of the 
archaic IE languages from Old Irish to Vedic. Several essays were written on 
the structure of changes and its theoretical background. The better we know 
the characteristics and theoretical background of changes the easier we find 
explanation for the structures differing from the classical OV type in certain 
IE language groups -  that can be a forceful argument in the debate with 
those, who criticise the primarily of OV structure for PIE (Watkins, 
Friedrich). The positive evidence for an SOV -SVO change in attested times
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can be a good analogy for those changes that other not attested language 
groups have undergone or for those happened in the PIE times (Décsy, 
Schmalstieg).

There are two groups of the IE languages where OV-VO change is 
attested in historic times. One of them is the group of Italic languages where 
the strict OV structure of Old Latin, and possibly Proto-Italic changed to a 
strict SVO order in the most of the modern Romance languages. The other 
is the group of Anatolian languages, the attested history of which comprises 
more than one and a half millennium from the earliest Hittite documents up 
to the latest Lydian and Lycian inscriptions at the end of the 1st millennium 
BC.

The kinship of Hittite and Luwian with the well known Lycian and 
Lydian languages of the classical antiquity firs was assumed by Bendrih 
Hrozny, who first deciphered the Hittite languages, and first systematically 
reinforced by Meriggi and Pedersen. Though the genetic affiliation of these 
languages now generally accepted, the exact relationship between the 
languages attested in cuneiform texts and those that were attested in 
alphabetic writing is not yet resolved. The reason for it is mainly the 
difficulty of reconstruction of the phonetic values of the Hittite language 
and the scarcity of later Anatolian corpus. The half millennium break after 
the fall of the Hittite Empire to the beginnings of Lydian and Lycian 
literacy, the lack of continuity in the Anatolian literary tradition and the 
dubious position of Hieroglyphic Hittite makes the problem more complex. 
This problem has many further implications, one of them is the position of 
Etruscan, that is also assumed to be one of the later variants of the 
Anatolian languages. Up to now there were no systematic studies on the 
typology of changes from cuneiform Anatolian to the later variants, 
however the changes are obviously systematic and consequent, as it was 
mentioned by Ivanov-Gamkrelidze.

The first traces of abandonment of the rigid OV word order occur in 
Hittite.9 The suffixed Rel that is assumed to be characteristic for PIE and in 
most cases Rel is expressed by a Rel pronoun derived from the *kw- root of 
question pronouns. The word order of the relatives in archaic texts is 
mostly RelN, in the later texts NRel. Conjunctions are in most cases 
suffixed, but also occur in the Ptc chains at the beginnings of sentences, The 
place of Neg is in some cases post verbal in archaic texts, later always 
preverbal. Nominal modifier are exclusively postpositions. Interesting
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feature, parallel with Hurrian, the existence of Ptc chains in the firs 
position. Although Ivanov-Gamkrelidze consider that this construction was 
present already in PIE, their evidences -  as they are exclusively from 
Anatolian, and Old Irish, a VSO language -  do not seem to be relevant 
enough. Similarly, the Quotation marks are pre and postpositional frame 
particles as in Hurrian and the other languages of the Ancient Middle East, 
opposed to the postpositioal ones in the other rigid SOV languages, e.g. 
Sanskrit.

Late Anatolian languages have undergone a series of changes. Although 
we are far from a detailed descriptions of these changes, it is obvious that 
the basic OV structure was given up, despite the traces of it that are still 
visible. The basic word order can be either OV or VO, the scarcity of the 
sources does not allow us to define positively which of them is unmarked, 
but OV seems to be more abundant in the early texts, and VO in the late 
ones, and OV is more characteristic for the funeral inscriptions and other 
common texts, while VO for the poetic texts, and the Lycian Xanthos 
inscription, that is assumed to be written in a higher literary standard 
prose.10

VO

Lydian

20 .

pisit fénsAibid esA vánaA buk esA mruA fakmA levs velupént
Rel-Ptc harm-PrtSg3 Dem-PlDat grave-PIDat Ptc-Dem-Dat god-PlNom
samn-Pl3
The Gods should damn who harm this inscription 
Nr. 3

21 .

borA XIIIII oraA cuvellA artaksassals paAmkAuA dáv ess vánas mruk
year 15 month-Dat c.-Gen-Dat a.-Gen king-Gen make-Pl3? Dem grave
inscription-Ptc
In year 15. of king Artaxerxes, in the month of Cuvell this grave and this 
inscription was made.
Nr 2
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Lycian

22 .

wijedri ntuwiténi pduradi sebe pasbá
town give-out-PsSg3 inhabitant-PlAcc Ptc-Ptc army-Acc
The town gives out the inhatbitants and thee army ...
Xanth c45-46

23.
ebénne %ip mati prnnavaté mnnube tmpeimeh 
Dem-Acc-Ptc grave-Acc Rel build-PrtSg3 M P-Gen 
Mnnube, son of Tmmpeimi built this grave.
Thomasen 20

Carian

24.
iksno ntakú
write-PrtSg3 inscription-Acc 
wrote the inscription 
Korolov 67

OV

Lydian

25.
amuk ... émis istaminlis vstaas datrosisk sarys náv ispasánvv
I-Ptc ... my-Dat kinsman-PlDat live-Part-Nom client-PIDat-Ptc all-PIDat Ptc-
DemAcc dedicate-PrtSgl
I dedicated it to all my kinsmen and clients
Nr 13.
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26.
est mru sivámlÁ. saroÀ, éntarfXod
Dem stela-Nom sivam-Gen-Dat saro-Dat belong-Prt-Sg3 
This stela belongs to Sáros son of Sivams 
Nr. 12

Lycian

27.
tuwi paderete keriga 
tombstone-Acc make-PrtSg3 keriga-Nom 
Keriga made the tombstone 
Korolov 80

The unmarked position of nominal modifiers seems to be NAdj, NGen, 
NRel -  though other forms are admnmitted

Lycian

28.
ubu háté cbijéti 
2 man-Pl alien-Pl 
two alien persons 
Korolov 74

29.
alekssantra erite teri trmmisn 
a.-Norn stop-PrtSg3 troops-Acc Lycian-Gen-Acc 
Alexander stopped the Lycian troops 
Xanth c29

30.
trbbénimi tebete tern se milesantra 
t.-Nom defeat-PrtSg3 troop-Acc Ptc m.-Gen 
Trbbenimi defeated the troops of Milesandros 
Xanth a44-45
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31.
ziu cibe pasbu 
mighty Ptc army 
indeed a mighty army 
Korolov 78

32.
urttu qelideli cibe 
ritual hidden Ptc 
indeed a hidden riual 
Korolov 78

Although the normal position of conjunctions is still suffixal, particular 
prepositional cojunctions occur. Instead of postpositions prepositions occur.

33.
sirmaÀ. én 
temple-Gen Pp 
in the temple
12. 7.

34.
hrppi lada 
Pr wife-Gen 
for the wife 
Friedrich 1931 II 70

Similarities in the changes of Hurrian and Urartean and the Anatolian 
languages.

The former two chapters made obvious that there are considerable 
similarities in the restructuration of the Hurro-Urartean and the Anatolian 
languages. It will be even more visible displaying the relative chronology of 
the language change in a table. For this table we will use the following 
definitions.
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Level 1. Proto-features
Features that do not occur in the attested languages, but can be 
reconstructed for the proto-variants by means of diachronic analysis.

Anatolian Hurro-Urartean
NRelptc11

Level 2. Archaic features

NRelptc12

Features that are characteristic for the archaic variants for the early 
languages only (archaic Hittite documents, Urkesh tablet).

Anatolian Hurro-Urartean
VNeg

RelN
rigid AdjN13

RelN
rigid SOV

Level 3. Classical features
Features that are characteristic for the classical forms of the early languages, 
the Boghazköy texts and the Mitanni letter.

Anatolian Hurro-Urartean

AdjN
NPp
NRel

rigid SOV

VNeg
AdjN14
NPp
NRel

NGen

Level 4. Post-classical features
Features that are characteristic for the late forms of the languages, Urartean, 
Hieroglyphic Luwian, early Lydian and Lycian documents.

Anatolian Hurro-Urartean
NAdj
NGen

NAdj

VO VO
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Level 5. Late features
Features that are characteristic for the late -  dialectal Urartean, and the later 
Lydian and Lycian.

Anatolian Hurro-Urartean
PrN PrN

The problem is that the documentation of the two language group is not 
parallel after the fall of the Hittite Empire. Most of the late Anatolian -  
Lycian, Lydian -  documents date form a time centuries after the latest 
Urartean inscription, that is they represent a much later development of the 
common linguistic stuff. To correct this gap we have to make extrapolations 
on the basis of the late, or dialectal (so called Mannaj) Urartean inscriptions.

The "Mesopotamian language area"

These parallelisms -  even with calibration -  would not be enough evidence 
for an areal link. We have to find "irregularities" in the type, additional 
features, that cannot be consequently derived from one or another 
typological group., or that are contradictory to the basic structure of the 
language. In this case we have a couple of phenomena, that seem to fit this 
requirements.

1. Ptc chains in the beginning of the sentence (discussed above). The 
presence of this particles is predicted in case of VSO languages -  as it is 
present in most of Semitic languages, and -  possibly as a Semitic relic -  in 
Akkadian.

2. Declinable -  adjectival -  Genitives. The typology of NGen relations 
is not correspondent with the typology of word order, so the similar 
typology of two separate systems can be a strong reinforcement of the 
hypothesis.

3. Similarities in the Tense-Aspect-Modality system. It would require 
more detailed analysis, but the Tense-Aspect-Modality systems of the lan
guages of the Ancient Middle East show great similarities. The peculiarities 
of the system are evident in the case of Hittite, that in contrary to the abun
dant systems of e.g. Sanskrit and Greek, has only a Present and a Preterit. As
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Tense -  Aspect -  Modality system is also an independent typological unit 
the same is valid for this point, that-we have stated in point 2.

4. Direct Object, Indirect Object, and Locative markers on the verb. 
E.g. in case of Hittite these markers are unique among the IE languages.

Although these phenomena require more detailed description it is 
obvious from this short list, that three are such "iregularities" needed for the 
definition of an area. It is even more evident, if we consider, that these 
phenomena occur in languages of definitely different origines, that are 
reflected in the different core morphological systems of them, i.e. there are 
suffixal and préfixai systems living together.

Reasons for the changes

According to our recent knowledge we cannot give an unambiguous reason 
for the changes. On one hand the major steps were taken during the "dark 
age", when new nations settled in the Middle Eat and Asia Minor -  the 
languages of which were different from the type common in the area. These 
were the so called sea-born people on one hand from the North-West who 
are likely to have spoken some IE dialects and Semitic groups from the 
South speaking Aramaic, a West Semitic language. As all these languages 
were possibly of the VO type, their influence cannot be disregarded. But on 
the other hand the changes have begun earlier, before the settlement of 
these peoples. That means the innate origin of the changes is also possible. 
In that case the role of the new influences is limited to the catalysis of the 
changes. The final answer can not be given for the time being.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abs - Absolute case
Асе - Accusative case
Adj - Adjective
Сор - Copula
Dat - Dative case
Dem - Demonstrative pronoun
Erg - Ergative case
Gen - Genitive
IE - Indo-European
Intr - Intransitive marker
Juss - Jussive
Loc - Locative case
Mari — The Mari documents
Mit - The "Mitanni letter"
N - Noun
Nom — Nominative case
О - Object
Part - Participle
PIE - Proto-Indo-European
PI - Plural
Pp - Posposition
Pr - Preposition
Prt - Past
Ps - Present
Ptc - Particle
Px — Personal suffix
Rel - Relative
Relptc - Relative partivcle
S - Subject
Sg - Singular
Sx - Suffix
Top - Topic marker
Trans — Transitive marker
UKN — Urartskie Klinoobraznie Nadpisi
V - Verb (phrase)
Voc. - The "Hurro-Sumerian vocabulary'
Xanth - The "Xanthos inscription"
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NOTES

1. The Meritt-Ruhlen index and classification of the world languages also treats 
them as uncertain.

2. Dzahukyan tried to find genetic relations between the Hurro-Urartean 
languages and IE. His attempts, though there were numerous interesting points 
in it, were harshly criticised. Even so the "peri-IE and other names assuming 
some relation between the Hurro-Urartean and IE languages was used widely 
in the 70's. For hte time being this theory -  i.e. genetic relation -  seems to be 
abandonned, replaced by the theory of areal links.

3. Though others mentionned primarily the Nakh languages as possible relatives 
of Hurro-Urartean, according to their hypothesis all Caucasian languages -  
except for the Kartvelian group -  belong to one family .Yet this hypthesis is not 
acceoted widely see Meritt -  Ruhlen.
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4 . D'akonov-Starostin absolutely ignores the problems of syntactic typology, 
limiting their field of investigation on the so callled contewnsive typology of 
Klimov.

5 . Some results are awaited from the essays on Hurrian rituals see Neu.
6. The Hurrian examples are from Hacikyan 1986 or Bush, I used the 

transscription according to their editions.
7 . The transscription of the texts is according to the UKN.
8. Detailed bibliography and description of the current state of investigation is 

available in Lehmann 1992.
9 . I did not insert Hittite texts here as huge material is available in Friedrich 

1036, Lehmann 1976, and Ivanov-Gamkrelidze.
10. In interpretation of Lydian texts I based on Gusmani, in case of Lycian mostly 

Korolov.
11. For the history of the *-yo particle see: Ivanov-Gamkrelidze.
12. If the consrtuction in sentence 7. is a relic, this feature moves one level up.
13. In early documents Adj-s are indeclinable, closely connected to the noun.
14. Adj-s are declinable, coordinated.
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